
Building Attribute and Value Crosswalks 
in Esri Data Interoperability Extension 
the Scalable/Dynamic Way 

Introduction: 
In my experience with migrating data between two different standards, the worst part of the whole 

process is building crosswalks. Essentially the way that I’ve built crosswalks in the past is to write out 

how each destination feature class or table is going to get migrated on its own Excel sheet. The Excel 

sheets do a good job in telling the story of how the data is going to be migrated, but that’s about all they 

are good for. You still have to wire up an ETL tool based on what is in Excel, which for large migrations 

can be a fairly large task. If crosswalks need to be changed, they have to be updated in Excel and then 

again in the ETL tool. So there is a large duplication of effort just to be able to have a document that 

explains how the migration will happen. The larger the migration, the more Excel sheets you have, which 

then presents a whole new problem with maintaining all of the crosswalks and tools. I have a small 

example that I will use throughout this how-to to show the problem and the solution. It’s fully scalable, 

so it doesn’t matter if you are migrating one feature class or a thousand; this is a good way to handle 

crosswalks in the future. 

Schema: 
In this example I have a source and a destination database. Each database has two feature classes and 

each feature class has four attributes. The schema of each is in the table below: 

Database Feature Class Attribute 

source.gdb fc1 att1 

  att2 

  att3 

  att4 

 fc2 att5 

  att6 

  att7 

  att8 

destination.gdb fcA attA 

  attB 

  attC 

  attD 

 fcB attE  

  attF 

  attG 

  attH 



 

Static Crosswalking: 
As you can see from the example, the feature class names and attribute names are completely different 

between the two databases. If I was to build out Excel sheets displaying the way these were to get 

crosswalked, it would look something like this: 

fcA fc1 

attA att1 

attB att2 

attC att3 

attD att4 

 

I would do the same for the other destination feature class, and if I had multiple source feature classes 

migrating into a single destination feature class, I would add additional columns with each additional 

source feature class. As I stated above, I would still need to wire up the ETL based on how I crosswalked 

in Excel. Data Interoperability will automatically map attributes with the same name, but in this case 

they are all different, so we would need to manually specify the attribute mapping. 

 

For small migration projects this might be fine, but for larger ones this process alone can be the greatest 

time consumer for the whole project. So now I’ll change this to use the SchemaMapper transformer, 

which is a transformer within Esri Data Interoperability Extension, to show how it can pull from tables to 

route feature classes, attributes and values. 

Dynamic Crosswalking: 
First, SchemaMapper can read from a variety of table formats. The easiest one to use is a .csv file, which 

is good for a small number of crosswalks. SchemaMapper can also read from Access, as well as a 

number of different RDBMS tables. This gives you the ability to build a user interface to do crosswalks 



and store a large number of records in a single table for SchemaMapper, which I will talk about in a 

future blog post. For this example I put the values in a couple of .csv files that I named featuretype.csv, 

attributes.csv and values.csv. Below is an explanation of each table and how to set up their specific 

SchemaMapper configurations in the ETL tool. 

Feature Class to Feature Class Mapping: 
There are two different ways to crosswalk feature classes to feature classes. One way is to have 

SchemaMapper handle the crosswalking, which is dynamic and scalable, but only allows for one-to-one 

and many-to-one feature classes mapping. If you need to map one-to-many or many-to-many,  you will 

need to do it in the AttributeCreator transformer. This method isn’t dynamic, meaning  that you would 

have to set up a different transformer for each mapping pair. You would have to manually change them 

if the crosswalk was to change at all at the feature class level. Both are covered below. 

One-to-One and Many-to-One Feature Class Mapping: 
The first thing is to set up and populate the table that SchemaMapper would read from. In this case I set 

up the featuretype.csv file with the following information populated in it: 

Source_FC Dest_FC 

fc1 fcA 

fc2 fcB 

 

The purpose of this table is that it stores the one-to-one relationship between a source feature class and 

a destination feature class. 

Once the table is set up it’s time to set up the ETL. Within the ETL we need to create some custom 

attributes and expose some attributes for the filters we created. First in the properties of each source 

feature class, click on the Format Attributes tab and check the fme_feature_type attribute. This exposes 

the source feature class name so that it can be used in the filters. 



 

Next, add the AttributeCreator transformer. In this example I’m adding an attribute called dest_fc, 

which is left blank. This attribute is going to get the new feature class name as the value from the 

SchemaMapper transformer, so that we can then filter based on that attribute and route the feature 

accordingly. 



 

The AttributeCreator transformer is then connected to a SchemaMapper transformer. This is going to be 

the feature class to feature class crosswalk. The first screen of the SchemaMapper wizard is to select the 

external table to be used for the crosswalk. In this case the type is CSV and the file is the featuretype.csv 

file we did earlier. 



 

The next screen is the table to use from the external source, which in the case of a csv, there is only one 

table to choose from. If we set the external source to an RDBMS, we would have to select the one table 

to read from. 

 



The next screen is to set filters, which in the case of feature class to feature class we don’t need to set 

anything on this screen, so just click next to proceed to the next screen. The next screen is the index 

mapping, which is the screen for feature type to feature type mapping. Select the Do Index Mapping 

check box, then the source field is the Source_FC field I had defined in the csv file and the Destination 

Field is the Dest_FC field from the csv file. The Source Attr should be set to the fme_feature_type 

attribute that we exposed above and the Destination Attr should be the dest_fc field we created in the 

AttributeCreator transformer. Once this is set click on the Next button. 

 

The next screen is where you would set attribute mapping, which in the case of feature class to feature 

class mapping, this screen is left blank, so click on the Finish button to complete building the 

transformer. 

Finally the AttributeFilter transformer needs to be added to the ETL tool to then break out the values of 

the dest_fc attribute and route the features to their correct feature classes. In the properties of the 

AttributeFilter, select the dest_fc attribute to be the attribute to filter by and add the possible values in 

which would be the names of all of the destination feature classes. If you have the list of feature classes 

in a table (which we do in our featuretype.csv file), you can use the import button to import all of the 

unique values from a column in a table, which is good to use if you have a large number of feature 

classes to work with. 



 

Once the filter is set up, connect each output with their respective destination feature classes. The ETL is 

now set up to route source feature classes to their correct destination feature classes based on what is 

listed in the featuretype.csv file. 



 

By setting it up like this I could go into the featuretype.csv file and change the values around if, for 

example, I wanted to migrate both fc1 and fc2 into fcA without changing the ETL at all. 

One-to-Many and Many-to-Many Feature Class Mapping: 
Like I stated above, this method isn’t dynamic, but is useful if you want to route many feature classes 

through common transformers before outputting them to many destination feature classes. Like the 

above section, expose the fme_feature_type attribute for each source feature class and create an 

AttributeCreator transformer. This time though you will create an AttributeCreator transformer for each 

feature class to feature class mapping. In the transformer you still need to add dest_fc as the attribute, 

but also add in the value for dest_fc. So if fc1 is going to fcA, you would need to have fcA as the value of 

dest_fc. 



 

Once all of the AttributeCreator transformers are created, connect each one to a single AttributeFilter 

transformer that is set up exactly like in the above section. In this screen shot I have fc1 going into both 

fcA and fcB, and fc2 just going into fcB. 

 

As you can see, it is not dynamic in that I would have to manually change the values in the 

AttributeCreator transformers if I needed to route feature classes differently, but with it setup like this I 

could route everything through common transformers like reprojectors, rather than creating and 

maintaining transformers for each source feature class. 



Attribute Mapping: 
The SchemaMapper transformer also allows for attribute to attribute crosswalking when mapping 

attributes either one-to-one or one-to-many, which are the most common ways to crosswalk attributes. 

Many-to-one and many-to-many attribute crosswalks can be done within an ETL tool as well, but have to 

be done outside of the SchemaMapper transformer.  Since they aren’t as common I’m not covering 

those in this example. For this example I set up a csv file called attribute.csv and populated it with the 

following information: 

Schema_Na
me 

Schema_Fie
ld 

Source_
FC 

Source_FC_Fiel
d 

Dest_F
C 

Dest_FC_Fie
ld 

Source_A
tt 

Dest_A
tt 

Source Schema fc1 fme_feature_ty
pe 

fcA dest_fc att1 attA 

Source Schema fc1 fme_feature_ty
pe 

fcA dest_fc att2 attB 

Source Schema fc1 fme_feature_ty
pe 

fcA dest_fc att3 attC 

Source Schema fc1 fme_feature_ty
pe 

fcA dest_fc att4 attD 

Source Schema fc2 fme_feature_ty
pe 

fcB dest_fc att5 attE 

Source Schema fc2 fme_feature_ty
pe 

fcB dest_fc att6 attF 

Source Schema fc2 fme_feature_ty
pe 

fcB dest_fc att7 attG 

Source Schema fc2 fme_feature_ty
pe 

fcB dest_fc att8 attH 

 

This table stores a number of filter information in the first six columns and the crosswalks in the last two 

columns. Any filter fields can be used, but I prefer the three sets that I have outlined above because it 

allows you to crosswalk a variety of schema that may have the same feature class names in them, but in 

different formats and allows you to crosswalk a source feature class differently to multiple destination 

feature classes if needed. 

If you are going to filter by schema, like in the example above, you will need to add that field in the 

AttributeCreator transformer and use a copy of that transformer for each set of source feature classes 

that have different schema. In this example I only have a single schema, so I will connect both source 

feature classes to a single AttributeCreator transformer. The attribute name to create should be the 

same as what is stored in the csv file, which in this case is Schema and the value should be set to the 

value in the csv file, which in this case is Source. The dest_fc attribute is already there from the feature 

class to feature class mapping example, and is left blank since I am running feature class to feature class 

mapping through its own SchemaMapper. 



 

The next step is to create a new SchemaMapper transformer and connect it to the output of the feature 

class to feature class SchemaMapper. The type in this case is a CSV file and the file is the attributes.csv 

file we created earlier. 



 

The next screen is the list of tables within the external source just like in the feature class to feature 

class example. Since this is a csv file there is only one table to choose from, so select the table and 

proceed to the next screen. The next screen is where you set the filter pairs. The filters work off of 

attributes and the values within those attributes. The csv that we built for attributes has three pairs. Attr 

Name Field is the name of the attribute and Attr Value Field is the value within the attribute. Select 

Dest_FC_Field, Dest_FC as the first pair, Schema_Field, Schema_Name as the second pair and 

Source_FC_Field, Source_FC as the third pair. As a feature comes into the transformer, the transformer 

looks at the Schema field we created in the AttributeCreator transformer, the dest_fc field we created in 

the AttributeCreator transformer and populated in the first SchemaMapper transformer, and the 

fme_feature_type field that we exposed in the source feature class to filter down the csv file to a subset 

list of source attributes and destination attributes. Once the filters are set, click next to proceed to the 

next screen. 



 

The Index Mapping screen we don’t use for attribute mapping, so click next to proceed to the next 

screen. The mapping fields screen is where you set the field in the csv that contains the name of the 

source attribute and the field in the csv that contains the destination attribute. Select both fields, click 

add, then click finish to finish setting up SchemaMapper. 



 

Now that the attribute mapping is set up, you can see the example now includes both feature class 

mapping and attribute mapping. So at this point we could run the tool, and based on what is in those 

two csv files, we can route both the feature classes and the attributes accordingly without needing to 

wire up anything additional in the ETL tool. If updates need to be made to the csv files, they could be 

made without needing to make any additional changes to the ETL tool. 

 

 

Value Mapping: 



SchemaMapper also handles value mapping. For this example I’m going to build a SchemaMapper that 

will connect after both the feature class mapping and the attribute mapping is done. Basically what it 

will do is evaluate the values that will be going into the destination attributes and change them if they 

are listed in the associated table, which in this case, I’ll name values.csv. This is mostly used for mapping 

attribute values that are domain or subtype values, where the value of the attribute can change 

between data standards, however this transformer can take any values from the source and convert 

them to destination values that are defined in the table. The format for the table is as follows: 

Dest_FC Dest_FC_Field Dest_Att Source_Val Dest_Val 

fcA dest_fc attA 1 A 

fcA dest_fc attB 2 B 

fcA dest_fc attC 3 C 

fcA dest_fc attD 4 D 

fcB dest_fc attE 5 E 

fcB dest_fc attF 6 F 

fcB dest_fc attG 7 G 

fcB dest_fc attH 8 H 

 

As you can see this table only has destination information in it, because at the feature class and 

attribute levels they have already been mapped. The only thing in the table that is source information is 

the Source_Val field, which has the value from the source feature class that need to be changed to what 

is defined in the Dest_Val field. 

In this example csv I have the Dest_FC field, which contains the value of the destination feature class as 

set by the feature class to feature class SchemaMapper, and the Dest_FC_Field value, which is the 

attribute that we set in the AttributeCreator transformer. The Dest_Att field contains the mapped 

attributes from the attribute to attribute SchemaMapper and the Source_Val and Dest_Val fields are the 

actual mapping of the values. So in order for this one to work as we have it currently set up, it assumes 

that you already have the AttributeCreator transformer set up for the previous sections, as well as the 

SchemaMapper transformers set up from the previous sections. Create a new SchemaMapper 

transformer and connect it to the output of the attribute to attribute SchemaMapper. The external 

source should again be set to CSV and the file should be the values.csv file we created above. 



 

Again for a csv file there will only be a single table on the next screen to choose from, so click next to 

proceed to the filter page. On the filter page there is going to be two filters set up. One is the 

Dest_FC_Field, Dest_FC pair and the other is the Dest_Att, Source_Val pair. The first pair filters the csv 

file down to the destination feature class that these values are going into, and the second pair filters 

based on the value that is going into the destination attribut so that it can change that value with what 

is defined in the csv file. 



 

Skip through the Index Mapping screen to the Mapping Fields screen. This screen you want to designate 

the destination attribute as the Dest_Att field and the default value as the Dest_Val field. Click on the 

Add button, then click finish to finish building the transformer. 

 



Once the transformer is created you also want to connect not only the MAPPED output to the 

AttributeFilter transformer, but also the UNMAPPED output to the same transformer. This will ensure 

that all of the values that didn’t get changed through the SchemaMapper transformer will still get 

outputted to the destination feature classes. If only the MAPPED output is connected, only things that 

actually get mapped in the transformer would pass through to the destination. Since the value mapping 

is mostly used for domain and subtype values, and not every single value in a feature class, this would 

cause many values to not crosswalk over unless the UNMAPPED output is also connected. So back to our 

ETL example, the complete tool would look like this: 

 

Now I can make any changes I want to how feature classes, attributes, and/or values are being mapped 

within csv files, rather than making any changes to the ETL tool itself.  

Conclusion: 
So after running this tool, you can see the results. 

Source: 

fc1: 

 

fc2: 

 

Destination: 



fcA (came from fc1): 

 

fcB (came from fc2): 

 

This is a small example only using a couple of feature classes, attributes, and values, but using this 

method of crosswalking can easily be applied to much larger migration projects. In my next blog post, I 

will show how you can take these tables and set them up in an Access database with a simple user 

interface to handle the management of crosswalks, so that you can quickly manage large migrations and 

set up streamlined, dynamic ETL tools that read directly from the Access database. 


